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1. THE PAD6 TABLE 
For a given power series 
k(Z) = Co -/- GpZ + C& + * * *, cg -f 0, (14 
with finitely or infinitely many terms, the Pad6 table iIc”i; see also 4j 
is a doublv infinite table of irreducible rational fractions, whose entry 
in the position (Y, $) has a numerator of degree Y at most and a denominator 
of degree /I at most, so chosen that amoq, (T all such rational fractions 
it agrees with h(z) to the highest possible order. Otherwise stated, in its 
expansion as many as possible of the initial coefficients agrcp with the 
corresponding coefficients in the expansion of IL(Z). There is an extensive 
literature on the subject of the Pad6 table, and it may Ftem that any 
significant property, of the table must have been di:;cnvered long since. 
This may, indeed, be true. Nevertheless, it is the purpose of this note 
to develop certain identities that, if known, do not seem to have attracted 
wide attention, and to apply them in deriving home of the proper-ties 
that, though simple enough in their statement, seem otherwise to require 
rather delicate and involved argument. Moreoi72r, ia will be shown that 
the same approach leads to new, and perklps simpler, pr0ofS of other 
classicsl results, including the identities basic to tile (id algc-~rithnt. 
In bare outline, the approach is as follows: It is possible, in infinitely 
manv ways, to express /2(z) as the t~xpan5ion of a qu0tit:nt of t\Vcr scrit~s, 
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Explicit determinantal representations of the numerators and denominators 
(of the entries in tlw Pad4 table express4 in terms of the coefficients I*, 
of It(z) are well known. They can also be given explicitly zs bigradient 
determinants in terms of thfi coefficients of any series f(x) and g(x) that 
satisfy the second of (1.2) but are otherwise arbitrary, and identities can 
be established relating the determinants of the two sets. These acre the 
possibly new identities mentioned above. The rest of the aqpmcnt . 
concerning the Pada: table specifically is based upon a judicious o:hoice . . 
of the /(cs). 
If the (v, b) entry in the table is ~,,(z)/~&), then, there being Y + 1 
t-oefficients in 4,.(z), and p --C_ 1 in &,(z), to be determined, but ;t common 
constant multiplier i3 unessential, *t should be possible, in general, t 0 
obtain aCr;r;fernent at least to and including the term in tV4 p in I%(Z). EHI 
fact, in the pr0duc;t 4/&&)/~(z), if the terms inI 2” *II zv~*,. . . , zv !) JJ are m;& 
TV vanish, this provides /b homogerreous linear t-quati!ons in the ,b -+ 1 
cvefficients (Jf &&), and these can always be satisfied. If then &(z) is 
taken tcr be the sum of the terms up to and including that in zv in tl;1(1 
product, the result satisfic5 
if it turns trut that 4/QO)&(@)J Y- 0, then it is also true that . 
where the fraction on the left is understood to be replaced bv its cxpal.Aon _ 
in pf”\;5efs of z, and hence the problem of finding the (Y, t) entry is sc~lv~~d. 
This is the general ca.se, and conditions for it will be obtained below. 
I-?c,wever, it can happen that $,(zj, and hence (;b,(z), will ccjntain 2”’ 3s 
a fa.&W, with 0) 3; 0. It is taw to see that, if z’” is a divis;or of &,tz,, _ 
then f‘ ih also a divisor 0f (b&), and convcrselv. * Also &(z) and #&~ 
may have CIt:yimnfn divisors other than Y. In any event, in or&r nrjl! 
tip cctmpli~2te the notation, let +&j anti &Jz) now represent he pt,l_s*- 
n0miaIs that remairt afttar nrmnving the lrighr4 t*ommon divisor ; tlwll 
[ 1.3) is rqAa~& 1~8 
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where the terms omitted are al1 of 
satisfies requirement?; 
and numerators agree and licnominatort; agree ts within the same constarr t 
multiplier, Before determining this multiplier, note that obvious detcr- 
and dcnominatt~r cm 
simpler, is of order 
the identity. Henct~ 
to give 
? (I. 13) 
‘f’v.pr 1, Ji 
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It will be shown that either all three of the remaining elements that 
border H,, z, p_+.l are nonvanishing, or else W,,. ,, p+I is the upper left corner 
of a square array, possibly infinite, of vanishing elements. Moreover, 
if, in this array, there are k elements on a side, then in the Padit table 
there is a square array of identical entries with k + 1 elements on a side, 
all entries being the same as that defined by (Llfi) for the (Y, p) position. 
This will be shown bv ma.king a special choice of f(z) and g(x). There . 
is no restriction in supposing cO --j 1. Hence, let 
(1.22) 
It follows from (1.21) that ,&,x1, -# 0, and it has alrcadv been shown that _ 
+&) and $&) are relatively prime. Let 
f(z) = t/i,(z), g(2) = f(z)h(z). (1.23) 
Then 
hence 
and 
then all Hank1 determinants bordering this array on the right and ~&IW 
are nonvanishing. But, if 6, ._ pl_3 -- 0, then all are vanishing. A continua- 
ti m of the argument completes the proof [see 5, 1:. 
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